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Top tagger for low pT range
Top quark: strongly related to EWSB sector
top tagging at LHC: important for new physics search

Hadronic top : full momentum reconstruction possible
    Inspired by very heavy X→tt, several top taggers available

    Look into jet substructure.

Designed for  pT>500GeV, 
not expected in the SM.

For example Standard Model
      Establish top tagger 
       in low pT range (200 ~ 500 GeV)
      (Same for                                         )
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Fat jets
Top Tagger: C/A algorithm with large R
top: heavy mass → with modest pT, decay products well separated. 

     C/A distance at parton level                  Fraction of tops within various R

                                                    R=1.5  to have top ~ 200 GeV inside fat jet.



  

Algorithm
.     /    = .  1 Find fat jets using C A algorithmwith R 1 5, pT >  200GeV
   Large R collects QCD (ISR, FSR, UE and other jets).

.       2 Find hard objects usingmass drop criterion
   hard objects inside fat jet by mass drop criterion: 
   Undoing clustering,

   ( mass drop in t→Wb and  W→jj )
.    3 Filter and choose pairing
   Take 3 sub-jets, re-cluster with        and compute mass of first 5 
   keep pairing with best top mass.
   top candidate

   No b-tag, no W-mass cut yet.

jet 1: keep

jet 2: keep
 jet 1: keep

jet 2 : throw away



  

tt vs. QCD, W+jets
.   4 checkmass ratios
  Cluster top candidate constituents into 3 subjets 
   
   After imposing top mass cut, 2 independent mass ratios.
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soft/collinear



  

Efficiencies

~40% hadronic tops tagged, 2~4% mis-tag.



  

Parton-jet matching

momentum reconstructed well



  

stop pairs



  

Summary
Focus on low pt tops (200 to 500 GeV)

Fat jets killing combinatorics

Efficiency: top: ~40%, W+jets: 4%, QCD: 2%

Top momentum reconstructed

stop pairs:



  

Back up (R_bjj)

R1

R2

Rbjj=max{R1,R2}



  

Back up
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